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COMPANY HISTORY
In 1982 Mohammed Hussein Alshaali along with his brothers Abdullah and
Jamal, and Dr. Mohammed Hamdan, their long-standing friend, established Gulf
Craft in the United Arab Emirates – driven by an entrepreneurial spirit, a love
for the sea and a firm belief that the long-term success of the nation lay in the
manufacturing industry.
Under Alshaali’s guidance, Gulf Craft has grown from being a manufacturer of
small pleasure craft in 1982, to a yacht manufacturer in 1991 and a globally
respected builder of superyachts since 2000.

Founded in the Emirates in 1982, Gulf Craft continues to redefine the on-water living
experience with its wide variety of premium craft, ranging from 31 feet to 175 feet in
length. Deploying advanced technology, powerful engineering, and timeless design,
Gulf Craft builds each creation to meet the diverse requirements of its discerning
clientele, transforming travel by sea into a journey worth indulging in.
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OUR STORY

Gulf Craft’s largest
manufacturing facility
opened in Umm Al
Quwain in the Middle
East, complete with
150 ton travel lift and
launching bay.

With a modest 218,000
square foot facility in
Ajman, UAE, Gulf Craft
initially produced 14
foot runabouts for the
local market.

Gulf Craft introduced
the Oryx product line
to fill an existing gap
between large yachts
and small pleasure
craft. Specializing in
sport yachts and open
cruisers, Gulf Craft›s
Oryx brand gained
recognition among a
younger target market.

Launch of the Millenium
118, Gulf Craft's first
superyacht over 30m.

Gulf Craft launched
the Gulf 95 Exp at the
Dubai International
Boat
Show
–
presented a new
approach to explorer
yacht design that
maximizes onboard
living space and
comfort.

Majesty 86 launched.

1982

1992

The Adora 53, the
first complex yacht
to be built by Gulf
Craft was launched.
This craft remained
as one of the most
desirable and popular
yacht models in the
Middle East for years
to come.

1997

2000

A new 100,000
square foot facility
producing top-quality
yachts,
pleasure
boats, and rapid
transport
vessels
was launched in the
Maldives.

2001

2003

Building on the success
of milestone projects
like the Majesty 86
and Millenium 118,
Gulf Craft launched
the brand and product
range Majesty Yachts
in an ambitious drive
to develop the region’s
first full line-up of
luxury yachts.

2006

Gulf Craft has clinched
a top 10 ranking among
the world superyachtbuilding
shipyards,
according to the Boat
International Global
Order book report.

2008

Born from the
27
years
of
boat
building
experience,
the
Silvercraft
range
was
established
to represent Gulf
Craft’s wide and
diverse range of
smaller family and
fishing boats.

2011

Gulf Craft won «Quality
& Value Award» for the
Majesty 122 at the World
Superyacht
Awards.
Gulf Craft announced
plans to manufacture
megayachts-Majesty
200 & Majesty 175
at the Monaco Yacht
Show.

Majesty 105 was
announced
as
a
finalist of The World
Superyacht
Awards
2014.

2012

Gulf Craft launched
its largest superyacht
ever built – the
Majesty 135 – further
solidifying
the
company’s position
as a major player
in the prestigious
global
superyacht
market.

2014

2015

Gulf Craft launched its
present-day flagship
Majesty 155, showing
customer confidence
in the yard’s products.
Catering
to
an
evergrowing demand
for long-range, fuel
efficient yachts, Gulf
Craft introduced the
Nomad Yachts brand.

2016

Gulf Craft wins
“Best Asian Yacht
Builder” at the
Asia Pacific Boating
Awards.

2017

2018

Gulf Craft celebrated 35
years of craftsmanship
with a display of 16
world-class vessels at
the Dubai International
Boat Show.
2017 - Won «Best
Asian Built Yacht» for
the Majesty 155 at the
Asia Boating Awards in
Singapore.

2015 - Won "Best
Asian Built Yacht"
for the Majesty 122
in Hong Kong during
the Asian Boating
Awards.
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REFINED BOAT BUILDING SKILLS
PERFECTED OVER 35 YEARS
At Gulf Craft we believe each yacht we build is unique – an individual and complex
exercise in engineering, design and craftsmanship; which is why we prefer the term yacht
builders rather than yacht producers. Our shipyard does not resemble a production line
– each yacht is an individual project, finished uniquely to match the desires of its owner.
Our yachts are developed using detailed computer modeling and using the latest
technologies such as CNC and waterjet, but the human hand still lends the final touches
and it is the human eye that grants the final seal of approval after the industrial tests
and standards are stamped. We value craftsmanship and it is a skill we have nurtured for
over three decades.
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MAJESTY

90

89

Saloon

91

Dining Area

Top. Main Helm | Bottom. Day Head

93

Owner´s Stateroom

Owner´s Walk-in Closet

Top. Owner´s Settee | Bottom. Owner´s En Suite

Inside and out, the Majesty 90 prides itself on its breathtaking 360 degree panoramic
views of the ocean across its inspiring 27 m. This premium superyacht is both thrilling and
practical for at-sea living, with advanced technology, ample space and impeccable finishes
and features throughout.
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Forward VIP Stateroom

Forward VIP En Suite
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STBD Twin Guest Stateroom

PORT Twin Guest Stateroom

99

Fly-bridge

Forward Seating and Sunbed

Fly-bridge Seating and Bar

The clever design of the Majesty 90 allows guests to enjoy both freedom and privacy at the
same time, with its sophisticated separation of spaces. The possibilities on the Majesty 90
are endless. The yacht can sleep up to eight guests and two crew members in its cabins.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FLY-BRIDGE

LENGTH OVERALL

MAIN DECK

91 ft 11 in (28.00 m)

BEAM

21 ft 3 in (6.50 m)

DRAFT

4 ft 3 in (1.30 m)

DISPLACEMENT

85 t approx.

FUEL CAPACITY

3,010 US gal (11,395 l)

FRESH WATER CAPACITY

500 US gal (1,890 l)

BLACK WATER CAPACITY

121 US gal (460 l)

GREY WATER CAPACITY

121 US gal (460 l)

GENERATORS
ENGINES

2 x 40 kW, 50Hz
2 x 1,900 hp
2 X 1,800 hp

LOWER DECK

The layouts shown are some of the possible options and
do not necessarily correspond to the standard version.

Please note this is the technical specifications of Majesty 90. Gulf Craft reserves the right to
add, modify or delete specifications and features at any time as part of our continuous product
improvement programme.
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P.O. Box 666, Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed Street, Ajman, United Arab Emirates
T. +971 6 7406060, F. +971 6 7406062, contact@majesty-yachts.com
www.majesty-yachts.com
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Pictures in this catalogue may be taken from different vessels of the same type for example purpose only. Performance estimates are given in good faith, but are in no way guaranteed. Dirt on the hull, damage to the propellers, external water and air temperatures
and added weight, fuel and water carried can all adversely affect performance. For these and other reasons we can give no performance guarantees. Data and characteristics are not binding: details, colors, descriptions and illustrations are for information
purpose only. The drawings and pictures may include specific equipment or modifications which are not part of the standard specifications of the vessel. Standard specifications may be defined differently in different sales territories. Gulf Craft Inc. reserves
the right to make any changes in specifications or equipment without prior notice. In case on any inconsistencies between specification sheet, product catalogue and price list, the price list prevails. Customers are recommended to contact one of our sales
.representatives to reconfirm standard and optional features on the vessels
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SETTING NEW STANDARDS OF LUXURY
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